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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

HOUSE MUSIC LEGEND - LADY ALMA
PRESENTS TWILIGHT
An Anthology Album Produced by Mark de Clive-Lowe, Available June 28th

PHILADELPHIA, PA (June 10, 2019) - International house music legend Lady Alma announces her
highly anticipated anthology album Twilight, released via Mashibeats on June 28th. The album is
produced by notable musician Mark de Clive-Lowe.
Twilight is the result of Lady Alma’s long-standing collaboration with Mark de Clive-Lowe – a
musician, composer, producer, and DJ. Over their 15 year working relationship, the two have created an
intoxicating blend of R&B, soul, house music, and broken beat that has further cemented Lady Alma’s
reputation as one of the best to ever hold a mic. A nine-song collection of soul-drenched goodness,
Twilight will give fans the opportunity to experience Mark’s melodic beats, complemented with an array
of key patterns that are enhanced with Lady Alma’s rhythmic vocals. Highlighted songs on the album
include: “Far Away”, “Keep It Moving”, “Believe”, “Pressure”, and “Light of Love” to name a few.
When describing Twilight, Lady Alma states, “I would consider the music being a representation of
futuristic soul - syncopated beats infused with a progressive electronic production.”
In addition to Twilight, the resurgence of revered “Let It Fall”, which went viral via Facebook with over
20 million views (video of a fan seen dancing and lip-syncing to the song in Johannesburg, Gauteng
South Africa), has catapulted the demand for Lady Alma. Her recent feature “Make You Move” with UK
star Low Steppa, has reached #1 on Traxsource, where she was also recognized as “Best of 2018”
including: “2 Top 10s”, “16 Top 100 spins” and “60 features in DJ Top 10 Charts”, highlighting songs
such as “Glory & Honor” produced by Darryl James, and “A Time And A Place” with producer DJ Ralf
GUM.
Lady Alma will be performing at the 29th annual Chosen Few Picnic & House Music Festival in
Chicago on July 6th. For more information about upcoming shows and music, visit:
www.theladyalma.com. Two advance tracks for Twilight will be available for pre-order on June 14th:
“Far Away” and self-titled track “Twilight”. The album is available on all streaming platforms on June
28th.
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